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THE TO-KEN SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 

for the Study and Preservation of Japanese Swords andFittings 

HON.PRESIDENt S.W. ROBINSON. MA., BUTT. 
SECRETARY. H. M. HUTCHINSON, 141 NORK WAY, BANSTEAD, SURREY. 
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PROGR.AIIME NO. 72 

JANUARY - FEBRUARY, 1973: 

NEXT MEETINd 	... 

MONDAY 8th January, 7.30 p.m. at the Princess Louise, 
High Holborn. To get there:- Underground to Ho].born, turn west, 
cross •Kingsway and the P.L. is 50 yards down on the left hand 
side. 

FOLLOWING MEETING: 

MONDAY 5th February at the Princess Louise, 7.30 P.M. 

SUBJECTS: 

8th January: Dallas by Bon Dale, 
5th February: Kantei Nyusatsu 

CHAIRMAN' S REPORT: by John Anderson 

The Chairman once again puts pen to paper to offer his 
report which as usual is more of a rambling letter than a report. 

Firstly, it may be noticed (but most likely not) that 
my recent talk on cleaning and restoring armour has not been 
published in the programme. The reason is that, purely coincid-
entally, I received from Ian Bottomley an article on this subject 
which he hopes to publish in this programme at some later date. 
As his article covers the same ground plus some, I don't intend 
to forestall him in any way. Further to my talk I met a 
collector and was invited to see a collection of armour, some of 
which had passed through the hands of somebody (I am not sure 
whether a dealer or collector) who had spent a vast amount of 
time ruining what had, until he got hold of it, been very reason-
able if dirty armour. He has spent a vast amount of time and 
effort in painting helmet bowls,.dyeing lacing and fabric, strippin€ 
out lacing and replacing with football boot lacing, replacing roses 
on masks and the lavish use of what seems to be fibre glass to 
rebuild bits including the construction of some very clever helmet. 
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crests. These latter are the least detrimental of his activities 
as they are delightful pieces of imagination and can be simply 
removed. However, the point I am trying to make is this; here 
we have a case of someone who has considerable ability and patience 
who if he had sought guidance could have channeled this ability 
into a worthwhile restoration of the armour in his possession. 
The present owner has about three times the work he would have had 
if these pieces had been left alone and in some cases there is 
just nothing that can be done. 

The moral to this story is of course quite clear and must 
necessarily go for collectors of the sword as well - if in the 
slightest doubt, leave well alone and seek advice. The objects 
in our possession are ours only by right of our present ownership 
and irrespective of their present monetary value are irreplaceable 
from a historical standpoint. 

NOVEMBER MBING 	. 

New member Peter Stratton was welcomed to the meeting and 
• we trust that he will become a regular visitor. 

Visitors included George Durac of Phoenix Gallery and 
Cohn Rolland, •once more down from Scotland with his'kitbag full 
of goodies. 

Sydney has received a letter from the B.B.C. regarding 
the Tameshigiri film for T.V. in which he ably assisted. The 
film is called "The Japanese Sword", which will be'programme No.4 
of 'The Ascent of Man' series, to be released next year. 

A preview early in the New Year, possibly at Lithe Grove, 
is in the offing. I understand the theatre has a seating capacity 
of 25. 

The main point - Sydney has further publicised our cause 
by obtaining a written credit on the film, to the effect - "The 
B.B.C. k'jishes to thank the TO-KEN SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN... etc. 
Syd then went on to talk about his recent holiday which included 
sword seeing in Corfu (this has been covered in a separate article 
in the programme). It really is amazing where the Japanese art 
form turns up. 

A brief discussion followed on Clive Wheeler's book - 
Fortune Telling from Japanese Swords. Apparently marks and flaws 
on the blade are used to signify good or bad fortune. 	For- tinstance, 
a moon shaped-mark facing the point is considered good luck. 	So 
takea goodlook at all-those blisters and cracks, you could have 
a' very lucky- sword, and take along a copy of the - book just to 
convince the, lucky buyer. 	- 	- 	- 

-.----- 	 -. 	 - 	 -. -- .-- 
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JOHN AiDERSON then:  gàe his talk on Cleaningtand 
Restoration of. Armour.  

being produced for this 
•ptOgramme IiwilIisummarise the main items of interest. 

John opened,his talk by showing 	what I believe to be 
a Koshozan-hoshi-kabuto (high sided multiple helmet with 
projecting rivets). 	One half had been restored and the other 
half.leftiriits original crummy condition. 	. It is.interesting 
to rrnte that thiS same helmet in the same condition was shown 
atShorrolds Road - we left there in. '66 !L; 	John did emphasise 
,however that patience and care are the by-woi'ds in restoration. 

. . 	. 	. Basicallyprocedure is as follows:-:. • . 	A 	. 	Strip helmet as far as possible noting positions of 
............ individual pins . and parts so they can  ,b. retuned-tc driginal 

positions. 	Clean rust carefully with chisel and vire wool - 
brush and .:wash iith moths: to remove oil - brush and finish 
with clear .  lacquer. 	Should russet be gone then various colour- 
:Ings wete suggested; iodine, hypo to,un barrel browning. 	Great 
care must be used as the iron of individual helmets will react 

.......... differently. 	Good quality helmets are easier to clean than 
poor. 	Pins after careful extraction may be heat treated to 
aIford easy replacement, heat to red and:thèn quench (this ...... 
softens topper). . 	Lacigs, if &ood, a ; lit ;hoover  should 
suffice if not a':carpet.shainpoo that dries to a powder. 	Washing 
not generally. recommended, colour fastness .isnot guaranteed. 
.Laaquer.washwithmeths ot.spirit - polish with  wax. 

Resto'ationand - cleth±ing should be kept to producing 
the original condition as far as possible. 	Fi1.ing.and building 
up with fibre glass etc0 -ma3t, after many lonhOurs!j:tproduce a .....: 
:better looking helmeti but it will make ita - ueless piece - a 

ç 20th Century replica in fact. 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS consisted of 	 on the .considerable : qross-talk 
most blood-thirsty of Japanese films. 	it-was ..generally accepted 
that TENCHU gave the most blood for money and included crucifixion 
amongst. other niceities. 	RED LION was considered difficult to 
comprehend, was it comic or serious. 

SANJURO, an excellent film with supurb sword play, was 
voted the film we should try to ;obtain for showing at a later 
date. 	.. 	 . 	. .. 

Swords were in abuñdance, so many iffThtt it Was .... .- cimposjble to flote all of them. 	HOwever, here are a few: 
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Ted.Newman showed.a fine-tanto: in excellent.taste:- 

Blade - Hira-tsukuri about 11" with gomabashi. Hada, mokume 
with traces of ayasugi. Harnon pf:.-suguha. Nakago with 
2. mekugi ana and illegible signature. Possibly 
Yamashiro Den. 

Koshirae -• -Tsuka in black same with white Oord binding. Gilded 
• Nenuki tèrsehtin-g Sóde - Ohi Káshira' Kozuka all 
silver en suite. Thin Iron Tsubadesignedáa cloud. 

Saya in red lacquer with gold clouds and Hoho birds. 

i:. David Parker - a naginatá with a very v/lid NotorO Midai'e hamon 
and Kaen boshi. Signed ' 1 Shimosa Dayo Fujiwára Kanemasa" 
on the omote and on the ura "Echizen no ju". 
(Amid 17th century smith). An interesting piece. 

• . C 	 . 

Federico Luoi'ano--en interestingkatana- polishedbj/'n Italian - 
it seemed much too vivid but the detail was clear. 

• Harnon of Suguha in nioi with a vi61entknidai:at the 
• móouchi ko- maru boshi and mokumé hadà Sithilar in 

• I - 	 - :.: -. $ style to Kunisuke (Settsu) early Shinto. Unsigned. 
:Koshiraei:: Fuchi Kashira- & Kojiri en suite of dragons, 
Higo school. 

Another. blade - A Shin Shinto Katanawith choji hamon 
juàt visible, signed omote '!Bizeñ npXuni,\ Okayama ju 
Sülthori". Ura - One lucky day Tempo 5:l835). 
All mounts en suite, Higo style inlay gold wire 

• 

	

	depicting flowers- and butterflies. TsUba of iron with 
• •.a butterfly in negative silpouette and silver rim. 

Brian Carver - Wakizashi mounted as Kaigunto. 
One .very : seLdcm eé a• . good blade a.unted in - -this fashion. 
This was the exception -. •-Hamon Ko-midare with' some 
sunagashi in yokiba. Small groups of nie scattered 
along hamon. Hada...in.Ko Itame. Boshi 0 Maru. 

Sorry if Ithised your sword but there ère tar too 
many to describe in one issue of this programme, 

: -• DECEMBER 

A welcothe was extende.d to Bill Gray, a Birmingham member, 
C -  who is now ChairthS of the newIformed Birmingham Nippon-To 

Society - the history of which is .á follows: 
• 	Birmingham Nippon-To Society- 

For some months now. or 6 To-Ken members have been 
meeting at different houses to discuss Japanese Arms and Amour. 
At one of these meetings it was decided to put an advert in the 
local paper and see how many people could be induced to attend 

. 
• 
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a meeting held in a public house, with te. object of forming a 
Birmingham Nippon-To Society. 

Shortly after the advert was placed, three local news-
papers and the E.E.C. contacted them and all produced features 

1t,casts on the proposed society and its aims. 

Tlw inaugural meeting was held on the 13th  November at 
the .'Kins Head', Hagley Road, B'ham and a leaflet, briefly 
describing the sword and the enthusiasm that grips us collectors, 
was handed out to the 16 people who attended. Many of those 
present brought swords along. In spite of the sparse attendance, 
the meeting was a great success and the following committee, all 
To-Ken members, were elected. 

Chairman - Bill Gray 
Secretary - Roy Leary 
Treasurer : hi1p Richards 

Bill Gray then gave out an. open invite to any member who 
isprepared to assist by giving ; asthlk.etc.'arid.get the new 
branch under way. 	A meal dnd. rail':fare. i's offel-ed to, any 
speaker - visiting guests will also be very welcome. 

We also had the pleàSUre ofseeing Arthur. Kingdom from 
Swindon;' Clive Richards fi'dm Birmingham; Tom Long from 
California; Mr. Monkman, Cohn Nun and a very familiar face - 
Lt. Col. Smith. 	•.. 	 :ç: 

STOLEN SWORDS 	 ': 	'• 
Sydney Divers zotified the meeting that L  swords and a 

gun had been stolen from Tudor Bill, What with, the steady 
increase in value of our treasured posSéthsions and the. ever open 
eye of those members of the population who acquire 'items of value 
without payment, it is perhaps wisa t&také the advibëof.John 
Anderson and overhaul our security arrangements, or as.sope 
members do - keep them in a bank vaUlt; 	 - 

However,eadhswordis - indiviaua]. and can be--i'eadily 
recognised. All members are requested to keep a look out for 
these stolen swords and to inform Sid -Tudor Bill, or. the Police 
should any turn up.  

We have been fairly lucky in regaining lost items. Eon 
Dale didget his back 'after 10 years. ' 	I 

DON DALE - Welcome' back from the woolly wildà of Dallas. 

At the next meeting he will give a talk on the Dallas 
shinsa.ard illustrate it with slides - should they come out. 
Anyrate he poured forth the fohiowingchoibe morsels as' 
appetisers:  

The Dallas shinsa was a trernendous.piece Of organisation 
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whidh cou dbe compared from thellanningoint"to;,our,Ahrno1eum 
function. That was planned for 1 year to open one month. Dallas 
was 2 years work for 5 daysachievement. 	

,•. 

• 	 Dr. KeithEvansthethain'brganiser had ?QOO entries for 
the shinsa, one man had 200 blades submitted. If anything 9  it 
•was over-successful, with the Shinsa panel working like a production 
'line. 	The panel worked from 830  to 6 approx. with .óoffthe and 

• .' sandwiches to sustain them. ' Eon inention the speed of judgement 
was most surprising, this was the factor that was most noticeable 
at a Japanese Shinsa I attended. Each man has literally a stack 
of blades to wade through each day at the rate 6f fl''pir4ute?). 
Seeing is believing. 

A Kiomaro somewhat nicked, that had passed through the 
hands of Don and Allan Bale, was on show in perfect condition 
and rated Juyo. 'Also a Suyasugu 1340-60 that Eon had bought 
12-15 years ago at £6 and sold at £8 was now an all its glory as 
\Juyo. "Oh, what pride knowledge". 	AparentiyAm.rican collectors 
consider the talk in our programme is quaint but at least they 
like it. 	 . 	. 	. 	, . ... 

They use the term 'Tiger' to describe..;people who use the 
correct words in the sword world. 	It.ha.s been .said::mary.times 
that you cannot, learn properly unless you. use the correctterms. 
With this usage you can talk with anyone - no matte.r.what language, 
and be understood. Any technical subject follows the same rule - 
first learn the definitions and terminology and you are well on 
your way. The finest glossary of sword terms, I would say, is 
Hawleys Volume Two, Japanese 'Sword Sthiths. 

Eon then brought up the visit of MQ., Sasano & Ikeda and 
the misunderstandings and mix up that occurred  mainlyover the 
eected cost per blade. . The visit finally' became a private 
one and some members were invited alohg wththeir blades for 
Kontei, no charge was made.' 
Ed:,, I would like to -round. off this subject, 'with a letter from 

John Harding 	 , 	H 

.• 	 LETTER  

Dear !4mbers, . 	. '• 	 , ' 	. 
It has been myactjse to disregard the nonsense and 

backbiting that seems to be the main topic in the Token programme, 
if it were notso sad it would: be extremely funny. 

- 	Howeyer, the recent inuendos about the ShiriEa'ñdëd' some 
reply. Mr. Ikeda and Mr. Sasano went to England on a private 
visit, it was suggested that while they were there they could 
give an informal Shinsa, and a questions and answers session for 
the benefit of Token members. It was never suggeEted that a 
charge of any kind Would be 'màdO. ' 'LlS. per s*ord" seems to be 
a figment of Mr. Baxter's imagination - which appears vivid to 

I 	 . 
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say the least. 	Perhaps Mr. Baxter is referring to the $15 - charged 
at the Dallas official Shinsa. - 

In any event the date of the gentlemen'.s. arrival was 
given by me -to. Syd Divers - at a Token meeting.' 	four months 
before they a±tived. 	 :' 	 H 

The Society were given a chance to study - and - blew itl 
John Harding. 	 - 

Ed. 	This now closes the matter. 	 - 

SYDNEY DIVERS explained to the meeting. that Hawley has a' computer 
tôrammed to Shin Shinto. 

0 • You feed in -the relevant information and outcomes the 
name of the smith. 	Sounds fantastic, but then so would the 
programming be for such a venture and one's input information 
would have to b,ebsolute1y accurate 	How does one achieve 
this when evenOxpértè agree to disagree. 	Still, the results - 	- 	-. 	 - will decide, we can  only;  surmise. 	- - 
TALK - AlAN BALE - IRON TSUBA SCHOOLS  - 	- 	Good -irdn - tsub& has been produced. at Kyoto from 1400-.. 
down to the Edo periOd;- 	'Early works were :e.legant and very thin, 
'round and with simple - designs.  

UTIETADA SCHOOL originated in Kyoto- - in the early 16th 
century from a- family of-.swcrdsmiths. 	Myoju starting the Tsuba 
offshoot. 	The iron was of very good quality and well worked 
with skilful chiselling and. true inlay. 	Mitsutada was the 

--------- first tb Thign. 	. 	 . 	- 
SHOAMI SCHOOL. 	Ko Shoami in Katchu shi style was 

produced from 1400. 	About 1600 the:schoo1  spread out and * branches were estabIiàhed in KyotoAizu, Shonai, Akita, Iyo, 
Bizen etc. -. 	Characteritics :- 	Large hitsuana - irregular 
piercing 	piercing for:Kogai, occasional odd shapes. 	When in 
doubt this is the usual school for work to be - attributed to. 

The -best work came from Kyoto and Akita. 	Some works - 
look:.like good fligo and Owari, 	- 	- 

- 	' 	CHOS}ilJ SCHOOL - an offshoot of Shoami and influenced 
by both Shoami and Umetada schools. 	Choshu other than iron 
is very rare. 	Most works have a very rich black patination. 
Generally xather flat with Chinese landscapes, and somewhat 
inferior. 	 - 	--- - 

 

GENERAL. 	Good colour patinatlon depéñdbnüaity. 
-c of iron and varies with the diffezent schools. 	- 

. Grain .tehds to show itself as irregularities in the' r  
thickness. of the Tsuba. 	Good points to look for are bone • on the edges and slight splits in Hitsuana. 

When cleaning - do not heat, as this can ruin the work 
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• 	completely.s Wash with a soap based detergent, dry off and • 	swab with clove oil and gently break up rust - remove with a 
piece qf  hc.rn thenfinish off with antique wax. 

For those, who: wish to produce the beautiful polish 
as practised by the Japanese, you need a soft cloth and many 
many2 hours of.patient rubbing - it takes a great deal of 
time but the results. are excellent. 

PRINCESS LOUISE. Will all members Please note that the 
Princess Louise has been booked for our. meetings. on the first 
Mondáy of each month throughout the year. The oüiéxception 
being January when it is the secondMonday. 

CORFU MUSEUM - Sydney Divers 
I have just returned from a Mediterranean cruise 

where, due to the ship hitting its side in theCorinth Capal 
and blowing up a condenser in the engine roOm, we had ... pull 

• 	into Corfu for repairs which took 2 days. 	I recalled Andrew 
Ford saying something about la.  _miasqw_of.. oriental art on-the 
island. This took about ?,hQur  tofind and eventually it 
turneddut to bebnly 5 minütès,walk from the ship!;. 

ItIshoused in the Old Royal Palac&where. I understand 
Prince Philip was born. It all looks very, dingy with no 
furniture:or turnishings but in .:itsheyay:thusthave  been 
quiteá place. 	There arei8.roomson the landing, 7 ofthem 
beig. devoted to,. .Sino-Japanese art. 	There are  2 tachi, 
lkkatana and/Qrwakizashi.ànd2 ditks. All are mounte& 
There are two people looking after the place and they wouldn't 
let me examine the swords.. I got the impressionthat they 
had never been out of their scabbards. 

Therè are .2 bOws, a few âhort arrows, an arrow ease, 
2 helmets, 2 mempo and 1 do. All in poor condition, Quality 
well below avemge (swords included) of what oe sees at 
Loñddh auctions. 	

r : . 	
.. . .. ••: 	 .. . .' 	 :- . . 

The tsubü;are .displaed in a butterfly cabinet. All 
irob 66 altOgether some quite good but only 4. early. ones. 

• 	There were 3  fuchi kashira, 1 kashira on it own, 6 kozuka - 
only. l.goou. .. 	 . 	 . 	

. 	
.:.. ...... 

:;The rest of::thE collection domprised a theries of 
buddhasanice .lot: Of mirrors (some early), a very fine 
considerable :collection.of cloisonne vases and small potsi.. 
and boxes. There were a number of kakemono, ceramic vasee 
and .4 woodout.p.rint bools hand coloured. :. That's the lot, 
as'fâr as Japanese art was concerned. *st of the bollection 
was devoted to Chinese art and there was amultitude of fine 
snufi' bOttles, large Ming vases and so on. 	There are no 
catalogues or postcards and, on ,enquiry, apparently none have 
ever been produced. 	. . .. 	 . . 

U 

S 
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My wife and I were the only two people..there?at the 
time but just as we left a parrof sbhoo1u±ds'deschd'd on 
the plade On enquirj back at the ship, we. found out that 

- thismuseum is used as a 1 fifler" on conducted tours of the 
island if it is raining! 

ifl all, very disappointing, though it does surprise 
one to come across Japanese swords on a small semi-tropical 
island. 	 •. 	 ....

I 	 .. 

.'. 	 ..:.. 
.- .. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	

. 	
.. 

STOLEN SWORDS 

Y9ur co-operation is requested in the recovery of the 
- undermentioped items. Information to Tudor-Williams or 

Sydney Divers. 

.....Japanese. Swordâ missin, suppoSed stolen, from 
New Lindsey, Soutbover, Burwash. 

1. Katana (long sword) in plain wooden scabbard (shirasàya). 
The 1 after1 bearing the ink inscription "Presented to 
Lt.Col. Churchill by ? ? Commander of the SekiArEènal" 
with.a date. This is a"Muráta-to" & therefore unusual 
and..very easily recognisabie....The blade is'ih-mint 
condition and bears a polishers signature undet' the habaki 
7:9.:s1" 	 . .. 

: 	TachiY (lông sword) in lacquered leather covêzed scabbard, 
r.'!oraflge/brown colour with black . linear design. Blade 
signed "- - - - San-zen Nagáthichi" with pronounced fumbari 
and deep groove on both sides. Condition  fair. Fully 
mounted. Scabbard with only one hanger (Satsuma style) 
chape and scabbard mouth mount missing, gilded copper 
mounts, design of leaves and te)drils.ix..Low rel :ief,.j;:.cT' 
circular gilded copper tsuba (iahime Surface) with Uai 

t 	..seppa covering holes, for kodzuka:& kogài HiLt bound 
with green andMhite tsuka-ito over blackenéd'same, with 
the unusual characteristic that all the cr,dàsovers are 
the same way, white over green. Flower méiñiki.' Tabhi 
type kashira. 

I 
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3. Katana (long sword) in black lacquer scabbard 1th:soe 
whitish blooming. Blade unsigned, fain conditiOn, and 
typical, Kanemoto style san-bon-sugi yakiba and tang. No 
groove. Hilt bound in black braid over normai"same, 
menuki horses. Tachi type kashira. Very fine Mokko shaped 
plain iron tsuba with no design but marked graining. 
There is also an olive-green .sageo. 

.4.... Efu-tachi (Court ceremonial sword) veryflorid gilded 
- brass mounts (incomplete) somewhat damaged gold-flecked 

red lacquer scabbare, (some longitudinal grooves scratched 
in the mid-section),.....Blade poor, flawed and of no great 
account. 
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5. Matchlock gun. About five feet long, usual Japanese pattern. 
Complete and lock working. Design of animals and flowers 
an gilt ware. Signed. Bell shaped muzzle, 3  or 4 stains 
on the off-side of the stock at butt -end.  

LETTER - ....IAN ROBERTSON 

Yesterday the mostincredible exhibition of Japanese 
Swords, lent to me so very kindly by Mr. Cottis,:was diSantled. 
It was truly the show of the year, which would not have taken 
place yithout the generosity and helpfulness of the 'OKEN Society. 

.,-*- owe all my thanks and the pleasure that I have Ihad in 
setting this Exhibition up, to Mr. Cottis, who has unstintingly 
given up many many hours of his time in helping me with this 
work. :-.-.. 	 . 

It reallywâs an O±cellent Exhibition to which many, 
people caipe anft I cannot thank him enough:.for hi :stirUng  c,ork 

.

and the lending of-  his:all-embracing fiñ&àollection that has 
bepn--on show here: for nearly six weeks. :-

....

. .. 	
It makes me very pleased and proud that I car rely on 

such an excellent and friendly society. AftOrall-tiüs.is  the 
r .:.society0f England and:I want to thank all those iñtheToken 
Society who made this exhibition possible very sintérelr for 
5omething thati have immensely enjoyed doing and'tht-so riiany 
people have had theopportunity to see the .mgnifi6eIitskill 

• and nature of:this great art.. .• 	 . 	 . 	 : ..... 

Ed' Well dane Peter. 

- 	v. 	
.' 	TJ ........... 	 . 	. 	. 	.. 	•-• 	-. 

CORRECTION to letter by HAN BIN SIONG 
......

-Programme .71, page 19,ref6rs to the-sword of 'Lieutenant 
General--:Nishi.c.eda, for "yellow tassels attached to abrown and 
fawn-udenukio"- read:- "yellow tassels attached to - a red and 
fawn-- udenukio". - 

• IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Will all readers please note the address of the Programme 
Secretary and send all the:  letters and information you ôan 
possibly--manage to:  

TONY CHAPMAN 	. 
71, INGAWAY, 
BASILDON, ESSEX.  

I have already warned the local Post Office of the expected flood 

C, 
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KANTEI NYUSATSU. Extract from Nihon to Newsletter. 

The literal translation for this term is 'bid for 
judging'. For those who have had some background in the stix&y 
of Japanese sword, we are sure that they have come across this 
term at times. This }CanteiNyizsatsu is,.without exception, 
conducted at all serious sword m ip eetgs: inJapan and is probably 
one of the better ways in. $i,àncing one knowledge. in sword 
study. For thoäe- of uà. Mw study Japanese:Swords, our chief 
aimisto: 	- 

.1. be able tteli a óddblade from a bad one;; 

S 	2. to distihguish..theieriod in which thelade was madei.  
3. to distinguish what province it was made .n, 

	

e 	. ' to 1?éll.wlat.,scjiool theblade belongs toaad finally if at 
- all posjiblO, ... 

5. to be able to tell who made the blade. 

'I.;.Japanese Swords likéatiy other art, is no exception, 
thera are, many forger±es and as such, to be able to tell the: .  
good:.'rom the bad is: one of the aimS of Our study. 	Therefore, 
a basi-c.knowledge again becomes that much more important. 

In the Kantei Nyusatsu at club meetings, there will 
gQnerally be uive.swords fOr this purpose. The blades will 
be in Shirasaya,'but. the Saya is removed and the exposed blade 
is displayed with the .Tsuka..wrapped in paper. The ason 
for this is, if the blade is in a mounting, someone may 
xebogñi±e it'from the Tsu.ka or the Tsuba. The covering'of the 
Shirasaya Tsuka with paper is so no one will recognize it. 
If someone still recognizes the blade, then he 'must admit that 
he knows the blade.  

S 	' 	The blades for Càntei Nyusatsu are generally those,: 

	

t 	which follow the respective traditions faithfully. $lades 
which are extremelf difficult are not used, such as -a difficult 
Wakimono. 

When looking at blades at Kantei Nyusatsu, ône must.; 
ala3 -s have a Fukusa handy and if possible a .Nugu.i as-well.- 
This is an essential piece of etiquette. 
Take a hold of the handle and hold it at arms length to get 
dgood idea*äf its shape and length. At this stage it: should- 

- 

	

	 give the observer some hint as to which period the blade was 
made. 

Also here it mugt be determined if the blade is a 
Suriage or not. The blade held at arms length and if the 
Fumbari is seen at the Habaki, then it should be a Ubu blade, 
in most cases. On théotheEhand, if the blade at the Habaki 
'seems! naitrow and . iqider toiards the.:  tip then it idli be a 
Suriage. Look at the Kissaki to see whether it is long'-o±'short, 
small or larje. Look at the Shinogi to. see whether it is high or 
not, narrow or wide. Look at the blade around the Hamon and see if 

• 1 
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it has "nilcu" .orpt, 4he Flamon to see whether it Là j,Jjior 
Nie, then the Boèhi, Jitetsu, Hada, Jini, Tobiyaki, Yubashiri, 
Utsur, Chikei, etc., which all combined should tell: one the 
following.: 	

..,: . •. 	 . 

from the snape ..... the period 
. ::2. fromthe.Yakiba•..... the tradition 
;'t 4  ..3.::fromth€ Jitetsu ...•.. the area or province 

4 other: points to bedñ the look out for are the 
individual. :trajt. and characteriátjcs of smithà. 

Never casually look at a blade. Each blade ; should be 
given a detailed "going-over". Even if one thinks the blade to 
be an 'unusuai'oie, he shoUld firSt of all look forba1c 
characteristics.. Looking at the Ji'tetst has tàditonally been 
themain emphasis in judging whether it be at.à KáñteiNyuSatsu 
or otherwise, however, the study of the .Jitetsu fdt'aboginner 
is next to impossible, it is known totakealifetjme to be'áble 
to £tflly understand it and many never !'get it". , : .. ;Therefore, the 

. more easily uñderstood phasis such as t12eyshape.:YakidashisiEoshj 
and Hamon should be considered. The Boshi and the Yakicdshj 
are the.two4tey.oints..to lopk ;  out £or,:so ; thi should ñotbG 
overlooked. 	.. 	

.: 

Jitetsu and Hada should not be confus.ed. ..cjjtetsu j$ 
the steel and the Hada is the effect of the steel. 	- 

If one becomes careless, he will say Shinto to a Koto 
blade or vice-versa, misinterpret one tradjtioi for another and 
so these points should be carefully considered. 

In Kantei Nyusatsu, if one "guesses" the swordsmith's 
name, then the answer by the judge will be Atari meàningr "hit" 
and is given 12 points on the first try, 10 points on. the 2nd 
attempt and 8 points on the last attempt. The point system 
varieS'from one club to the next, some clubs give 10 points 
whereas others give 15 points. 

If the "guess" is a father-son, brothers or teacher- 
student relationship, then the answer to the guess is Atari-
Dozen or 'equivalent to a hit' and is given 10 on 1st try, 8 
on 2nd try and 6 on 3rd try on the 12 point system. ;: The writer 
has in his long yea 4rs of studies, found that to make a meqtal 
notation of the following, made things easier for himself. 
Length 60±'!, width, width of the Yakiba, Hamon,Bbshi,Kisspki, 
Hada, shape, period, province and if the answer to each of the 
above is made then a picture should form and one can come up 
with a smith's name or very close to one, that is proviang 
that the description for each is made correctly. 

- Say you are looking at a blade with the following 4 

characteristics 

C) 

U 
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length: 	about8.Sun 	
. 	. 

width:. 	H 	little'•wide for the length r . 
width of the Yaiuba: 	uneven 

vHanon: 	'": 	 ':.. In Nie arxth in Gunome Notare Midare viith Imárioha ....... f.: Midare  . 
Kissaki/Boshi: 	pattern is continuation from the Hamon with 

Kaeri 	 . ....................little 
with Jinie and has Chikei and YubShiri • shape: 	 Tanto 	' 	... . 	. 

period: 	.Mid-Kainakura.. 
province. 	Soshu 

There is only one smith that fits the above description - 
.Msamu1w.::Not all blades fall into a pattern this easily, 
however, we have found that this is an easier way to come up 
with a correct answer orverycloseto,pnp;. 

Since Kantei Nyusatsu is not cnduct& in the West and 
the, only opportunity closest to it will be in a form of a sword 

...... it (we expect to have this in futui'e issues) one does not. 
: rie'ed'to follow andobsene all the ritua],, nevertheless, he 

shdUld still observe all of the other rudiments of sword, study. 
The above praôtice is not only gdodfOr Kañtei Njsthtsu, 

but.. if it is followed, in looking, at blades it forms .a good 
practice just the same. 	The time for the Nyusatsu is about 
2 hours bIter. which the. judge bornpiles the score of each bidder 
and the top' three is àelected 'On the point system, the 1st 
position is Ten or heaven, 2nd is Chi or earth and 3rd is Jin 
or man. 

• . 	. 	' On Kantei Nyusatsü, tdking an example:  

t Sanjo, Gojo and Ayanakoji school are listed together for 
Yamashiro Province. 	If a bid is made  for Banjo 'Yoshiie for 
a Gojo Kanenaga blade, then the answer given for the bid: by' 
the judge will be "Atari-Dozen" and he will be given 10 points. 

Another example: 'Osafuné Nagamitsu' for a"I4itutada 
blade 'will"àlso be "Atari-DOzen".  
The following shows the replies given to each bid. 
1. 	a clean hit, that is a swordsnnth by his nane is "Atari". 
2.hfather-son or brothers Or teacher-student,re]ation is 

II.Atari_Dozentt,,  
3. If the bid is for a sraith of the same prqvince• butNwho:y:, 

has no connection with actual smith, the answer given 
for this is, "Yoku-Soro", freely translated 'it'ueans 
"your. close' 1 . 	 . , 	 . 	 " . 

4. if the bid is for a smith of the same 'Kaido,' the reply 
will be "Tori Yoku Soro", meaning your bri the right Kaido. 
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5. if the bid is Koto for a Shinto blade or vice-versa, the 
reply will be "Jidai Chigai" meaning.wrong Jidaij 

6. if the bid is other than any of the 1st 4 listed abave, 
the reply will be "Iya" meaning NO. 	: 

:7. if .the..bid is,.made for a smith of the same school 	however, 
'andther living in 	province, the reply will 

meang n. 
is made . for any of the Masamune 

be "Iya-", 
but harelation. 	. 

8. if the Ma students in 
col2ne.ctiOfl with another,  ...the reply will be 

but same connection. 	. . 	 H 
"Iya-Suji" 

meanIhE no 

To explain more precisely thè abo½"replies. 	Orie.,,and 
Two does not need explanation. 43, say if one bids fbr Yamashiro 
Nobu.kuni for a Ral Kunimitsu blade 	. both of these smiths 
iarc..ot same province,: butthey have nb direct conndbti 7on. with 
one another, the answer to the bid will be "Yoku Soro", so then 
one has to search in the same province for someone else, so by 
deduction one should be able to come up idth a smith or one 
close .to him which will give 'Atari-Dozen'. 

if the b14 is for a.:  Nakajithâ Rai for : YSàshirb. 
Nobukuin, the reply will be Tori Yoku Soro. Ncka5ima Rai Kuninagu 
or from the Rai School who went to the Settsu rovince an Settsu 
is in Kiñai orthe sane Kaido. An awataEuchi blade' for"à'Rái 
blade, tlosho blade for a Tegai;blade. all fall into this category. 

A Hatakeda Moriie forè Ko:ioe blade;, Morlib is'Bizen 
Province and Aoo is Bitchu Province, both of those provinces 
are on the Sanyodo, so this will be "Tori YokuSoro". 

/5, if aThid is made for 'Masarjune whereas the blade is 
by Horikäa Icunihiro, this will be Jidai Chigai.ftinihiro made 
many copies of Masarnuno so oftentimes his work is mistaken for 
Masanune's work. H... 	

. 

/6, a bid is uade for Rai Kunitosh. for an Aoo Montsugu 
blade, the. xeply will be "ya". Ther I. ,e ar-.no  connection with 
.on an'bthér. 	. ,.. 	'.. 

47, Tadayoshi•of.Hizen ;Provinceyfor. a Horikawa Kunihiro. 
The answer to this will be "Iya En". The two havingstudied' 
under tJmetada Myoju. 	. 	. 	.. 	'. 	. 

48, Hasebe Kunishige for Etchu Norishigo. The reply to 
this will be "Iya Sujf', Both of these smiths were students 
under Masanune. Naming any of the 10 Masaraunc student for 
another will be "Iya Suji".. This is the same foP ththree 
students under Sadaraune as woll. 

Masamune Jittotsu 	 Sadamune Santetsu 
"Go Yoshihiro 	 Bizen Motoshige 

Hcel?e Kunishige - 	. 	:::.-. 	Yamashiro Nobukthii 
$ 	Shiu Kaneuja. 	 Tajima Hojoji Kunanitsu 

L. ..'.'. P 

I 
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Etchu Norishige .: 
•Bizez-i Kanemitsu . 
Bizen Chogi . 
Ral Kunimitsu . 	. 	-.:.. 

Chikuzen Sa . 
Seki Kinju .•. I .. 
Ishimi NabtaUna :1 

In replies to some of the bids, the answer given for 
a province which will fall under these Kaido will be "Tori • ..;Yokusor&' 	therefore knowledge of the Kaido in rOiatiorish± 
to province is a must. - 
The Kxnaj. or Go Kinai Tokaido 

Yamashiro: 	H 	•. 2Ise 	
;, . . Iga 

Yamato Shima Owon 
Kawachi : . 	iMikaw& : 	• Totomi 
.ZPffl1 	...... 	: ;i Suruga Kai. 
Settsu Izu Sagami 

Musashi 
Kazusa Shmofusa 
Hitachi 

Tozondo Hokunkudo 
Omi 	Mine Wakasa 	: 
Hida 	. 	. Shinano . 	Eóhizen 	.1 

Kozuke 	Shituozthce 	. . 	Yaa ' 
iwaki 	Iwashiro Etchu 	.. 
Rikuzen 	Rikuchu 	: Noto 
Iviutsu 	Uzen 	. 

-. 
 Echigo 

Iyo 

,. 

Sado 

• San Indo 	. 	.. Sanyodo 
Tamba Harima 
Tango 	...... I: 	 . . 	. 	•Mimasaka 
Tajima 	.• 	... . Bizen . 
Inaba 	.:. 	 . . Bingo• 
Hoki 	. 	. 	.. Aki 
Izumo Nagato 
Ishimi 	. 	. 	... Suo 	. . . 	•. 

I-I ... . 	. 
Sexkaiao . 

Chikuzen:: .. 
Chikugo 
Buzen 	. . 
Hizen 	.,.' . . 
Higo 
Hyuga 	... 
Satsum 
Osuini 
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FORGING & STEELS 

The talk given by Sydney Divers in Septeniber appears 
to have started something.  

E. Mathers writes to put his point:- 

Upon reading the latest edition of the newsletter, 
I simply felt that I had to put pen to paper.. Thë impetus 
for this is the chat given by Sydney Divers at the' September 
meeting. ., ome of his,remarks.striice.me as being nonsenses 
which imply a misunderstanding of,  fundamental metallurgy 
(sorry, Sydney). 	The most contentious remark is about the 
'reduätion of strèhth after about 20 ioldings which: Is attributed 
to "the adhesion of the molecules..., being made. inpre difficult", 
and implying that thérelia some form of super-glue bonding the 
layers together. To understand metallic bonding one.mut 	L 
consider the atomic structure of metals and I will attempt to 
explain this as simply,. as. possible. 

Mbtal atoms hav:e only a few outer electrons, Which are 

S 

	

	relatively .:easily detached - if this is done the atOm is said 
to be ioniséd. As an eIeotron carries a negative charge and 
an atotniäHelectricaily neutral, the resulting ion is positively 
charged - every schooiboyknows that unlike poles attract, like 
poles repel and thus the ion is attracted to the electrons. 
It seems rather Irish, 'doesn't it? However, research has shown 
that the electrons form a continuous negatively charged "cloud" 
around the metal ions,which can be likened to currants in a 
pudding; the whole is held together by electrically attractive 
forces which will not be 'overcome during hot working. 	The 
electron cloud gives ris&t,o the phenomena we normally associate 
with metals, e.g. high electrical and thermal conductivity. 
The treatment hero is greatly oversimplified but it is fairly 
obvious that to talk about the adhesion of molecules is 
nonsensical. For a fuller but excellent treatment see page 31 
of "Elements of Materials Science" by Van Vlack. 

I can advance a couple of arguments to accountfor the 
loss of strength but lacki,ng any really hard facts myrernurks 

S 	are open to criticism. Perhaps other members with more 
experience than mine may care to comuent. There are three 
main factors to be considered, 
a) a loss of carbon,' :this  being the most importäztt elemeiit 

in determining tensile strength of a. steel. 	The loss 
is rather unlikely in view of the fact that a carbü±'ising 
"atmosphere" is used in the reheating furnace but a 
possibility if the process is not either at equilibrium 
or on the caFUon rich side, 

b) grain growth. The larger the grain size the lower, in 
general, the tensile strength. Grain growth could be 
caused by the slag and non-metallic inclusions being 
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reduced to such a size that they can cause .!'tearing'. of 
the grain boundanes during reheating and a consequent 
grain growtn. A possible cause, but would probably only 
be secondary. 

the entrainment of oxides and other non-metallics during 
forging. I wold consider that five: to tex.foldizT 
would be sufficient to remove all or most of the slag 

....pro4uced during manufacture of thecrude steeL The 
oontinuation of folding and forging. would merely sÔtVe 

• tP4ntroUuce more inclusions - eventhe best smith could 
hài'dly avoid this. It is interesting to note that swords 
made br the bSt smiths exhibit strong hada OF Masamune, 
Sadamune (Hosho Goro) and would hencECappár to hdi been 
forged only a few times i.e. less than 10. 

.•.The: lose of strength:co1 .d, of course, be a combination 
of all or any of the above. A further interesting forgng defect 
ds that ektenâiveworking cancuse high compressive stresses at 
the. centre of the forging pnd these stresses may causG.ci'acking 
but it seëmsThñiikely, . although not impothsible, that this could 
occur when sword-making. 

My second crib - rether niggling perhaps - s that 
Ishikawajima-Harima have neverproduced a 250 g/thm steel. . They 
were experirnenting:in 1970/71 witha 150 kg/mm steeLbut so far 
without much success and 100 kg/mS strength..stoel is available 
but is, ibeliere,. very pricy. 2  The American.hav ben, 
experimenting t'ith a 200 kg/mm superalloy but I believe they 
are encountering great problems. As far as I know, no tnIçers 
or subs have been built from anything much over 80 kg/urnThe 
IN process was first used by 111111 oround 1960 but it bearq little 

resemblance tB any sword nanufacturing process. The strength 
of the steels in question is developed by dharging the uolt with 
nitrogen then adding aluminium, zirconium, niobium, .titanium etc. 
to give fine nitrides which refine the grain size and prëcipittion 
harden the steel. The highest strengths; of.iaround 100 kg/nm 
are produced by quenching and tempering theàe steels. 

Now that I have launched into print I may as well continue 
'with some ideas of my .  own. As I do nOt appear to be an "average" 
collector - prog. 168 page 11 "at £5,000  a snip for 'the average 
collector", and the average price of one of my swords is £30, 
<I have little compunction in polishing and etching blades which 
cOme into my possession. I probably have the best collection of 
tired and cruddy blades in the country. I have examined a 
'Wakfashi by a Nobutoud Fujiwara - probably HawleyNO285 - 
working around 1720 and this tends to support .AndyFo4s comments 

a;:QiiAogs:63 page 5),  that the appearance of thei:Kaen bothi isa 
f\ of the forging technique. His otherYcoient, that. the 

[] 

c )• :. 
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appearance of the' hamon is also a function of the forging 
techniQue is, however, open to criticism. As Sydney Divers 
has elhined'the cutting edg& is composed of .martensite and, 
in the steels we are considering, i.e. plain carbon steels, 
such structures can only be produced by quenching, although 
the, orging technique tviIl have an effect upon• thth secondary 
characteristics; particularly nie. The productidn of 
damascening and:graiñin blades has been ±esearchedby Prof. 
Panseri and this: work s:  described in fair detail in Gladius 
you. 4 1965, which is, ibelieve, quite radily available. 

To return to the Nobutomo sword, this has a yakidashi 
composed of tapering flame like streaks of nie which fade out 
just bafore reaching thEl ha-machi, having an apparance very 
similar to that of the Kaenboshi. I polished the yakidashi 

+ and the surrounding area, etched with ?% nitaj., (nitric acid in 
ai4oJ,.ol),.,.andexaciwd the.region by meansof.optical.metallo-
graphy. The har4ened eçlge consists of martensite with a'hardness 

. 	of around too V.1'.N. and the jigane apd sh.nogi-ji of metalrt 
lurgIp4 phases known as bainite (jigane), and fine pearllte/ 
cementite (ahinogi-.ji). - Th& hdmon (not4te-midare) is.,a structure 
of martensite in a bainite matrix, the areas of martensite 
becoming more:  frequent but not changing in size (coztant . grain 
. size. prio:tp quenching) ?!ks one approhches the hámon. 	at" 
is of greatest interest however, is the yakidashi. 

The bright streaks f nie are ivartensitic, the matrix 
or background and the region beneath the habaki consists of a 
structure of coarse pearlitc. in ±'prite with a hardness of 160 
V.P.N. The flame effect so p'oduqed is a result of the forging 
operation and Is the region where the shin-gane and uagane steels0.  
overlap. This arp must haVe had a quenching rate sufficiently 
fast to form rnartesite, in the high carbon uagane steel but slow 
enough not to form rnfl4ns.te i the low carbon shin-gane steel. 
Other conclusIons I'have reached ax'e:-, 

a) the sword is of kobuse construction. 
b) thejiágañe steel has':a;:cai'bbkl cohtënt of aioüñd 0.8% 

. 	.: ..p) ..theshingane steel has a. carbon content Q around 0.15% 
d) as the maximun hardness of' a' 0.8% carbon stee'. on quezching 

is in the region of 850 V.P.N. and the hardened edge has a 
hardness of only 700 V 6P.N., the sword has either-been 
tempered at around 250 C,, quenched in warm water to slow 
the cooling rate or withdrawn from the quench bath prior 
to reaching the water temperature, the heat retained in 
the b9dy of the sword being allowed to emper the cutting 

...... 	.ede.:....
....:, .. .... . :;c': 	. 	:ç 	•. 

the hada in the sword .. has been produced by slag inclusions 
and not by differences in composition. 

f)the: shin-gane steel has been annealed and slowly cooled 
prior to welding to the uagane. 
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It would appear, then,.-t-hat:the Kaen.boshi• is produced 
in a similar fashion he. the cwer]aying of...a steel with a steel 
of differing hardenabil.ity which. is:, thin :endugh at the boshi 
to allow the underlying steel .bo show through after forging and 
shaping. 	I would imagineioeyri thatthe two steeis.will 
be of high and medium carbon 9  rathez; .then:the -  mediuni. :añdiilbw 
carbon steels present in the Nobutomo. swp..rd ?. 

L- 	tseems unusual co me that j art which relies so 
heavi1y'9r the appeal of its arrifacts upon empar.icalL 

- metalluxjy has not been studied by metallurgists in greater 
depth, -  and :..iiideed, that there aret not mOre: metallurgists in 
the Tb'-Ken Society. 	The only original:;work. whith I have seen 
is that of C.S. Smith, although a limited.. aweunt  of research 
h.asiMeen-.pubiished by the late Edgar Bain but'. the rest of 
.the:literature which I have is merely a ri±gitation of 
certain well known facts, Perhéps some otourJpanese 
members know.of references which Icould obtaincof work - 
carried out in 7apan - I am sure that there:must be a vast 
f'undof knowledge available across there,.: 	.. .. 

SYDNEY DIVERS' REPLY: - 	 . 

1. . 	This man has misundertood how td give a lecture to 
a group of laymen on Japanes.swords. This is not a technical 
lecture so it had to be reduced to elementary concepts to 
enable everyone to understand, not just the few techni.pl - 
people who were present. 	If a paper of technicalities (such 
as his letter showed) were presented, members would be fed up 
halfway through !t. The wa Mathers has put ft :j correct 
but I know this as well as he, Atoms surroinded by electrons 
etc., etc., equals molecules and the way 1 put. it is much 
easier for people to understand; ). . I elabdrateft this in more 
detail when I gave ti e talk uS peoule present know. I always 
considered myself a slignt authority on ionisation having 
advised;.the U, IC; Atomic. Enetgr Authority auid the Miñistty:df 
Defence and to hoc read a pape: on the sub,jet at the Inter-
national ISEM confefenLe t an Vienna 197' A mathematical paper 
of this nature would be..they Iàt thing the Token Society 
requires.... Over-sirnpl±ficatinn.istbe essencerof a Token 
paper, particularly as w'e .r are limited to time, and to the 
varied collectors' anterests present, 

2. Honestly, I don t think anyone at the Token Kai as 
inter?sted in theories of why rloss of strength occurs. All 
theywant to know is (a) this dbeth happen (b) why cGrtain 

tip 1  made stronger sword3by.fold4ngs.: - .The.number of 
:; fldmgs to give max. strength varies..;to:::all  the ingredients 
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end ceircUmétances at the time ... This means that .itdependd on 
the impurity of the basic material used, the hammer impact 
(winch varied from smith to smith) and so on. Ths with one 
smith it would' be 8 or 10 and with another 18 or 20, etc. 
Forging defects due to high internal stresses was covered at 
the time I gave my talk. 

3. 	As a sciebtist I would not make a statement unless 
(a) I knew it zas true, (b) the evidence I hav showed 
conclusively to be true, (c) I believe the published research 
done and conclusions reached were correct. So I take exception 
to Nathers statements on Ishikaajima - 1-larima steels. 
I refer him to's- JAPAN IWPICTURES VOL 12 No. 4. 
TITLE "Competition for Development of Super-high-tension 

Steel Record Tensila,ty of 2SOkgs. per sq.mm . realised 
with hint from Manufacture of Japanese Swords". 

I Quote ttLastyeár,mhikáwajima - '1 -Iar±m appearedwith another 
steel with a super-high tensility of 250 kgs. per sq.rnm. 
It was named IN-U Steel. : 'Unlike steelaproduced by 
the conventional metallurgical method, IN-U Steel is 
manufactured by the rolling tnethod, following a hint 
taken from the manufacture of.Japarése swords. 
(Japanese swords are made by repeatedly forging steel, 
forming layers of thin steel). •IN-U steel is made by 

	

ir v.,,1 1 4v r 1. irno ni' ml p1,ôl 	rnnnar 
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inserted between steel layerst 1 . 

My Note:. .The IN steel was developed in 1962. followed by th 
•  .'PZ Steel' which achieved 200. kgs per sq.mm.,. The MA 

Steel came and then the IN-Uat 250 kgs. per àq.mm. 
All this whether we like it or npt. 
For Mathers o say "IshikawajimaHarima have never 

produced a 250 kg/mm Steel" is .a statement which should not 
be • . made in view of the published evidence of this article plus 
the: photographs shpwing their achievements including the 
submarine., anoil tanker,, a hridgespace vehicle and afls 
tanlc;' There are 1000 mag. e.eqtronic scanniflg scope pibtüres 
showing the super IN-U of thin white cgpper and carbon steel 
foils' in sandwich after heating to 800 C. 

One must accept the weight of published evidence. 
Like J4athers we were onóe all 'little Englënd'ers at :the early 
stages of the last war which we nèarly'lost because of our 
ostrich,.like attitudes. Take a tip from an ldhand at the 
game, never underestimate your enemy. We learnt early but 
the enelw, so full of. ; ccess; did not learn utii he. ..iostt.T 
4.Metallurgists have studied in some depth the Japanese 
sword but:ost  ofthe'workhas'beéri done'in Japan.' C.S. Smith, 

U 
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dgar.Bain and othei-s have taOkIed it slightly diffèi'ently 
from the Japanese. The work dpne is highly guarded by the 
Japanese as it benefits modern - commercial technology. A long 
series of strength tests were completed on scrap blades by the 
Japanese before the-war and the rethalts were quite interesting. 

See Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. 1962. 
Vol.200 Part 4. "Nippon-To, an introduction tàoldtWOrdS of 
Japan"; . - Edgar C... Bain, Pages 265-282. . Pai'ticularly note P.278- 
;281; Sub-,sectiän!'Mking a Japan Sword!T,:where 16 to 30 

foldi ngs are aiscussed. ......... 	 . 	. 	 . .• . t. 	.' 

5. .........Oly two points remain from. Mathers' letter - 
(a) I am glad there are not more metallurgists in the 

ToKen Kai otherwise the whole thing will get gummed down 
argument and counter argument. 	. 	......... . 

Metallurgists. are like Economists and weather men - 
more wron .g than right iii forecasting. Success is due :tQ..Sheer 
luck iri 1a lot of caseSand the final, theory is made to fit: the 
achieved results..;. 	 . 	-. 

There are more interesting things to discuss as far as 
the malority of our members are concerned, for instance Bale's 
last talk on Umetada tsubas, Anderson on annour renovation 
and the Vic Harris series on blade recognition. 

..:(b) I disagree with Mathers statement that he has "the 
best collection of tired and: cruddy blades Jfl. :the  country". 
He hasn't - I have! 	This has given me workslicing them-into 
bits and taking strength tests. 	. 	.. 

Further reading of interest to Nathèrè thid dthers:- 
"Sword" - National MusOurn ArtSerie? - Junji Homma. Tokyo 1948. 

Pages 6 - 8. 
"Nippon-To" - Inami Hakusui. Pages 83-84 on foldings and 

- 	. . molybdenum content. 	 H 

BOOKS -. 
Introduction to Japanese Swords by W.M. Hawley0 
Añothèr Hawley publictioh which I am told is excellent 

value. 	It tells the story of the world's most famous edged 
weapons and the mysteries of how 12th Century smiths could 
produce blades of such technical perfection that cannot be 
duplicated.::.; ; 	. 	.. 

Twenty pages of clear concise details of construction 
well illustrated with drawings-and photos. i A short article 
on Táhegashima the Japahese matchlock in use up to 1870. 
Size.8*!'x.11'!.. Paper-bound $2.00 postae 14c. 
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ED. If members wish to contact me I i1ill make a grouppürchase 
1.: 	£or•>those interested; otherwise 

W.M. Hawley, 
8200 Gould Avenuej 
Hollood, California 90046, U.SA. 

DALLAS SHINSA 

Graham Gemmel brought along a copy to the December 
meeting. FQr those interested the cost is approx. $10 or 
£4. and available from R.B. Caldwell. 

Again if you wish, contact me and we can make it a 
group buy. 

I 	F 

NIHON TO NEWSLETTER 	. 

For the serious student this is i  a must, there is 
1othing ththe western World that packs such a wealth of.c: 
reliableknowled&e into its pages. It was started in 
January 1968 by Alber.t Yamanaka & Associates. It is published 
bi-monthly,:in English axdbQntains over .  30 pagespf 
information you won't get anywhere else. 

Yôücouidn't eitenbuya crummy sword for a year's 
subscription, and with the information gleaned you, would know 
suffic,ient.to save younwasting money on poor swords. 

.... 
....:addtiOn, any questions you wish to ut will be 

spee,ily,sered in detail. 
Members wishing to subscribe to this non-profit making 

publication should write .,to;- . 
• 	:', 	 Nihon TO NSsletter 

GP;O. Box 967 
Tokyo, Japan. 

Enclose Nathe and Address and remit twenty (20) U.S. dollars 
or equivalent. Bank cashiers cheque only. NO personal cheques. 
AIRMAIL - for overseas members wishing their programnes sent 

Air Mail, the subscription is increased as follows: 
urope ... £3.50 

• 	 . . .•,• 	
U.S.A..and elsewhere .... $iO.00 

The Society has much pleasure in welcoming the 
±'oflowing new members: 	. 

J. Davis 	56, Cumberland Drive, Stockingford, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire 	 ' . ... 

N. Horsfieid. 16 Albion'Place,, Willington, Crook, Co.Durham. 
A.J. Noon 	"Ashdown", One Oak Lane, Dean Row, Winslow, Ches. 
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A. Plasted 	108 St. Mary's Avenue, Halisham, Sussex. 
P.J. Sullivan 6, Worthing Road, Southsea, Hants. 
S. Hallard 	93 Oak Lane, West Bromwich, Staffs. B70 8PR. 

S. Knight 	12820 Short Avenue, Los Angeles, U.S.A. CA90066. 
A. Listopad 	3078 Sweetbrier Circle, Layfayette, CA.94549, U.S.A 
J. West 	Zur Spinnerin 53/9/7, 1100 Wien, Austria. 

CHANGE.OF ADDRESS: 

G. Alferes 	601 Bridge Street, Fairhaven, Mass. 02719, U.S.A.  
D. Marsh 	21 High Street, Sharnbrook, Bedfordshire. 
B.W. Thomas 	' 1Mowendee", Monbulk Road, Emerald, Victoria, 

Australia 3782. 
C. Jackson 	Allen Moostrasse 78, 8057 Zurich Oelikon, 

Switzerland. 
Alan Bale 	46 West Close, Woodthorpe Road, Ashford, Middx. 

OSHIGATA 
A reminder to new members who may have difficulties 

in reading tang inscriptions due to inadequate references; 
if they care to send a rubbing (oshigata) of the tang, addressed 
to Tony Chapman, 71 Ingaway, Basildon, Essex, he will check it 
for them and send thorn all available information he has on the 
swordsmith or inscription. Please remember to make a careful 
rubbing of the whole tang, both sides, not just the inscription. 
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